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Exceptional over 55s living along the East Coast




Goodbye, grind.
Now, say hello to the best years of your life 






OUR COMMUNITIES

















Welcome to Ingenia Lifestyle...

A new lease on life 

At Ingenia Lifestyle, we’re passionate about creating places that foster connection and belonging. As land lease pioneers, with over ten years’ experience, we’ve established ourselves as a trusted creator and curator of thoughtfully designed communities enriching the lives of over 55s across 35 locations in Queensland, NSW and Victoria.

Whether you’re in the market for an established or new home in an existing community, or a brand new home in a new development, there’s an Ingenia community just right for you.













 




The lifestyle





Enjoy resort-style living with less stress, more confidence and friendly neighbours!










 




The locations





Choose from 35 unique communities in great locations within QLD, NSW and VIC. Take a look.










 




The benefits





Enjoy benefits for your finances, wellbeing and live a higher quality of your life in style. 















Lifestyle living everyday

Featured Communities





















 

 







Freshwater, Brisbane (QLD)
















 

 







Chambers Pines, Brisbane (QLD)
















 

 







Natura, Port Stephens (NSW)
















 

 







Element, Fullerton Cove (NSW)
















 

 







Archers Run, Morisset (NSW)
















 

 







Hervey Bay (QLD)
















 

 







Sanctuary, Victoria Point (QLD)
















 

 







Lara, Geelong (VIC)





















The perfect choice...

Explore our communities 









Discover the Ingenia difference in our unique communities across, Queensland, New South Wales & Victoria, each one in a nature-rich location; by the sea, on the coast, surrounded by bush or peaceful hinterland. For a future defined by peace of mind and easy, enjoyable living, you can’t go past Ingenia Lifestyle. There’s truly a place for everyone.

Browse our locations by state and region below, or explore on the map to find brand new homes available for sale now.



























Interactive map

Perfect locations for lifestyle living





Click to find out more about each of our community locations…
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 NSW

	
 VIC







 









 


Facilities





More Details
Book a Tour















Discover lifestyle living

How it works
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Buying & Selling
Downsizing & Retirement
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What is an over 55s land lease community?



Our communities are thoughtfully designed with manicured, accessible grounds and shared lifestyle facilities that foster friendship, freedom and fun.
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Over 55s land lease communities vs retirement villages





Residents enjoy many of the benefits of conventional home ownership along with the benefits of leasing the land, an arrangement offering an easier life, greater flexibility, and financial security.
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Land lease model




The land lease model lets you enjoy the benefits of conventional home ownership.












Costs & savings




What the costs and financial benefits of the land lease model.
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How to buy an Ingenia Lifestyle home




You’ve worked hard all your life, and now you’re ready to downsize your home, upsize your life, and live the life you’ve always dreamed of.
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Selling your Ingenia Lifestyle home




If and when it comes time to sell your Ingenia Lifestyle home, we have a dedicated Resales team to help find a buyer and make the sales process as easy for you as possible.
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Frequently Asked Questions




We’ve compiled answers to the most frequently asked questions about our over 55s communities.
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Downsizing for over 55s



Thinking about downsizing? If so, you’re not alone. Many Australian over 50s transitioning out of full-time work are considering their next move.
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Downsizing top tips



If you’re transitioning out of full-time work and planning the next chapter of your life but don’t know where to start, we hear you. Here are a few tips to get you started.
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Surprising joys of community



From better health and wellbeing to greater longevity and social connection, living in a residential over 55s community can enrich your life in ways you may not yet have imagined.
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Lifestyle benefits



Our communities are thoughtfully designed with manicured, accessible grounds and shared lifestyle facilities that foster friendship, freedom and fun.
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Financial benefits



No exit fees or stamp duty, and you’ll keep any capital gains, so you know your money’s working for you now and into the future.
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Resident benefits




You’ll enjoy a range of exclusive benefits to match your newfound sense of freedom.













Sustainable living



We’re creating new, sustainable communities in harmony with the surrounding ecosystems.













Hear from our residents



Find out what its like living in our communities.












How it works













Stop waiting. Start living.





There’s never been a better time to discover the freedom of relaxed, low-maintenance living at one of our stunning over 50s communities across Queensland.

Choose from nine resort-style communities with homes ready to move into today.







Discover more
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Unlock a new home at Natura or Element and enjoy a free holiday on us~!





Stop waiting. Start living.

There’s never been a better time to discover relaxed, low maintenance living in our newest over 55s communities Natura Port Stephens and Element Fullerton Cove.

That is why we are offering a $5,000 Ingenia Holiday~ at an Ingenia Holiday Park when you deposit on a new home at one of these premium NSW communities before 15 April 2024.

Dreaming of a tranquil Port Stephens lifestyle? Maybe vibrant boutique living in Newcastle is more your thing. Regardless, this is the perfect opportunity to start doing more of what you love.

Don’t wait! Offer ends 15 April 2024~.

Click here for the full terms and conditions.







Explore Element


Explore Natura
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The perfect choice...

Lifestyle living
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Ingenia Lifestyle is part of Ingenia Communities, a leading, ASX-listed property group which has owned, developed and operated over 55s communities, rental communities and holiday parks since 2013.

Thousand of retirees and downsizers enjoy the benefits of living in our communities.

	A higher quality of life
	Own your home outright
	Financial confidence
	Pet friendly communities
	Feel welcome and secure
	Access exclusive resident benefits


We invite you and your family to arrange a tour today. 







HOMES FOR SALE


CONTACT US


 









What's on

Featured events & open days






















 

 





Natura

Clubhouse Tour

 















 

 





Lakeside Lara

Hard Hat Tour















 

 





Parkside Lucas Community Hub Opening






















No surprises...

Financial confidence




Ingenia Lifestyle is the smart choice alternative to retirement villages.





Find out more



 






Comfort in style...

Brand new homes




Each community has a unique range of floor plans, facades and home sizes. You’ll be delighted by the quality, price and designs.





HOMES FOR SALE



 












How it works

Retirement & Downsizing














Ingenia’s ingenious land lease model

READ MORE
















The real reason why Ingenia Lifestyle is the healthy choice

READ MORE
















Upsize your life with a low maintenance home

READ MORE




















Over 55s lifestyle living everyday

Find out more now








It’s your turn to enjoy the benefits of Ingenia Lifestyle resort-style community living.
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HOMES FOR SALE
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Ingenia Lifestyle is the leading owner, operator and developer of quality over 55s communities across Queensland, New South Wales and Victoria.
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